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Chronicon Henrici Enighton Monachi Iaycestrensia. Edited by JOBBPH
HAWSON LUMBY, D J)n Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity in the
University of Cambridge. VoL IT. (London: published under the
direction of the Master of the Bolls. 1895.)

IN the interests of English historical scholarship we are bound to point
out that the master of the rolls was unfortunate in bis choice of an
editor for this important chronicle. A great national corpus such as
he directs ought to provide definitive editions so far as existing materials
allow, and this can only be secured by employing editors who have made
a special study of the periods covered. The late Dr. Lumby's edition of
Enighton falls far short of this standard, and the work will some day
have to be done over again. . The first volume, <wifa».i™ng the earlier and
unoriginal half of the chronicle, was rendered almost valueless, as was
shown in a notice in this REVIEW (VOL V., p. 172), by the omission to
mark by Bmallcir type, according to the plan of the series, the extensive
passages borrowed direct or with but slight changes from Hemingburgh
and other known sources. In his introduction to the whole work prefixed
to this second volume Dr. Lumby tardily endeavours to remedy this gravo

rinnl for which he offers the very innnfl̂ ftiput excuse that he foundy
the passages in question marked Leycatrensia in the manuscripts. The
second ""-If of the chronicle, being more original, presents fewer pitfalls
for an editor imperfectly acquainted with the other sources for the period.
But even here he has not entirely escaped them. One of the great merits
of the most valuable portion of the work (though this part is not by
Enighton himself), the account of the first eighteen years of the reign of
Bichard H, is its inclusion of the full text of some important documents
connected with Richard's struggle with the lords appellants, and especially
the powers of the commission appointed by the parliament of 1886, the
answers of the judges to Bichard's inquiries in 1887 as to the legality of
this parliament's proceedings, and the long indictment of the duke of
Ireland and other favourites in the ' merciless parliament' of 1388. It was
the duty of the editor to have carefully collated these documents with the
official copies on the rolls of parliament, the more so that the French text
of the first and third has obviously been much maltreated by transcribers.
Dr. Lumby, however, shows no signs of having been aware of the existence
of these original copies in the first two cases, and though he gives the
reference for the third he has not thought necessary to collate it. If he
had done so he would have discovered some important variation, and
corrected some obscure forms, such as' seigneur Dandeleigh' for d'Audele
(p. 270). The spelling of proper names in our text of Enighton is most
corrupt, yet in nine cases out of ten no attempt is made either in marginal
analysis or index to identify them. In the former, at p. 8, ' count de
Armenak' and ' count de Foy' (' Foys' in text) appear iwgtanfl of ' count
of Armagnac ' and ' count of Foil.' The index in this and most other
cases contains references only to the corrupt forms of the text. Who is
likely to look for Hawick under Fowyk, Fries]and under Frigeland, or
Dalyngrngge under Balerynge ? Insteed of making his index a useful
analysis of the subject matter Dr. Lumby has supplied only masses of
paje references, nor does he ever attempt to correct the dates of his text
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in the margin. In one case (p. 203) his marginal note utterly misrepre-
sents his author's meaning. Novum Templum is translated' new church'
(p. 135), and several nobles unknown to peerages are created by the
pimple process of turning dominus by ' lord' where mere knights are
irr question. These, we are sorry to say, are only a few out of many
evidences that Dr. Luznby lacked much of the elementary equipment
at an editor of a medieval chronicle. JAMES Tin.

The Cartulary of the Monastery of St. Fridsswide at Oxford. Edited by
the Eev. SPENCEB EOBEBT WIGBAM, M_A. VOL L (Publications of
the Oxford Historical Society, VoL XXVUL Oxford: Clarendon
Press. 1895.)

THE publication of the Cartulary of St. Frideswide is certainly an event
of considerable importance for all students of medieval antiquities, and
especially for those interested in the history of Oxford. All the questions
arising from the life of a prosperous town and of a powerful ecclesiastical
foundation are more or less touched upon by the documents contained in
the first volume as yet published. We get charters of King Stephen and
of the Empress; bulls of Alexander HE and of Honorius III; legal
records of the king's court and of the Oxford hustings, donations, leases,
deeds of sale of all sorts, genuine charters, and interesting forgeries. We
hear of the fair of St. Frideswide, daring which the canons claimed a
kind of jurisdiction over the city, of the attempts of burgesses and
scholars to infringe and to lessen the privileges of the ecclesiastics, of
dispuf<es with the bishops as to exactions, of curious agreements as to
buildings and easements in the narrow streets, of prices and crafts, above
all of the slow and gradual process by which the priory stretched itself
into all the wards, streets, and lanes of the city. For the antiquarian
intent upon tracing 'the past memories of Oxford and reproducing its
topography the documents of St. Frideswide, with their minute indica-
tions as to halls, houses, and thoroughfares, are simply invaluable, and it
is chiefly for matters connected with Oxford topography that the first
volume will probably be studied. The most remarkable of local anti-
quarians, Anthony Wood, made large use of these documents in his
monumental works, And a careful edition of them may enable us to test
his inferences and enlarge his results.

The editor has not attempted to provide a running commentary to
his texts or to supply them with copious explanations, and no one will
blame him on that account, because such an attempt woald have led to
nothing less than a comprehensive work on the history and topography of
Oxford. Mr. Wigram's edition is, however, by no means a mere text of
one of the two manuscript cartularies, or of both. He has given tho
charters contained in them, but has rearranged them according to what
seemed to him a more convenient order; he has inserted supplementary
readings and texts from original rolls and cartularies of other monastic
institutions. Occasionally obvious misreadings have been noticed in
the foot notes, as well as some passages of Wood's and Parker's publica-
tions bearing on the subject-matter. Dates have been assigned to almost
all the documents, and with the kind assistance of Mr. Hurst a map has
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